Shtuff for Bikers Offers Perfect All-in-One Motorcycle Polish, Knob Polish

*Shtuff for Bikers develops superior products designed to completely meet the needs of motorcycle enthusiasts. How best to follow their successful skin protection, vehicle care and clothing lines then by treating bikers to a superior knob polish?*

Spring, Texas (PRWEB) January 6, 2010 – For the first time, Shtuff for Bikers offers a perfect solution to one of motorcyclists’ most challenging problems – how to shine every bike surface and every piece of gear with as few products as possible. Shtuff for Bikers revolutionary Knob Polish was made for bikers by bikers. It's super concentrated, non-toxic, non hazardous and environmentally friendly. Shtuff for Bikers Knob Polish joins the company's rapidly emerging line of superior products designed to help motorcyclists take on the elements head on – and look great doing it.

"We started with the idea that you shouldn't need an entire shelf of products to get and keep your bike looking great. It seems like every other polish on the market is a specialty product that contains harmful and hazardous ingredients. Knob Polish is a concentrated non-hazardous, non-toxic all in one product," said Vance Lane, founder of Shtuff for Bikers.

Made from the same top grade materials used to maintain cutting edge aircraft, Shtuff for Bikers’ Knob Polish cleans and shines aluminum, steel and chrome, buffs and removes nicks and rub marks from paint and plastic and effectively removes rust, oxidation and dead paint. It even cleans jewelry and helmets to a bright, dazzling shine. This convenient, highly concentrated polish comes in a compact jar, so it's easy to polish knobs, or anything else, anywhere the open road takes you.

“This one product takes the place of chrome polish, aluminum polish, stainless steel polish, plastic polish, brass polish and polishing compound. Our products are designed for multiple uses because there is no extra space on a motorcycle. You no longer have to take eight different polishes on the road with you. We have condensed all those different polishes into one non toxic, small and concentrated container,” Lane said. "Our products are multiuse, concentrated and of the highest quality. We gave them crazy names so people would give them as gifts. We know that when a gift recipient uses our products, they’ll be hooked."

Customers universally agree – Shtuff for Bikers’ knob polish is an excellent product, bound to satisfy any biker. Lane is justly proud of his company's 100 percent positive feedback rating on eBay, over 1500 Facebook fans and the excellent product reviews. For more information on Shtuff for Bikers Knob Polish, visit [http://www.shtuffforbikers.com/knob_polish.html](http://www.shtuffforbikers.com/knob_polish.html).

About Shtuff for Bikers
Shtuff for Bikers is making a big impact among bikers by offering innovative, uncompromising products made just for bikers. Rather than rely on products made for other automotive or outdoor enthusiasts, Vance Lane carefully developed a unique product line designed to help bikers deal with the intense winds, merciless sun, driving rain and road debris. With funny names like [Freakin’ Amazing Crap](http://www.shtuffforbikers.com) skin soother, [Hosed](http://www.shtuffforbikers.com) cool down spray, [Old Fart Spray](http://www.shtuffforbikers.com) pain relief spray, [Red Neck Repellent](http://www.shtuffforbikers.com) sun screen, and [Red Neck Reverter](http://www.shtuffforbikers.com) aloe burn gel, both product names and performance are memorable. Shtuff for Bikers stands behind their products with an unconditional money back guarantee. “We have the money back guarantee because we have faith in our
products and we'll get our customers the old fashioned way, we'll earn them,” said Lane.
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